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Influence of Negative Role Perceptions upon Psychological Stress Dynamics.

A Longitudinal Study

Velichkov, Angel 8c Radoslavova, Maria

Institute of Psychology, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

Sofia, Bulgaria

Work-related stress can origin from various factors of work environment. A number

of potential stressors have been traditionally studied - physical factors, organizational

design, organizational processes, social psychological problems concerning

interaction for achievement organizational goals, spillover between participation in

organizational life and performing required social roles etc. It depends on the

specific characteristics of the workplace which of these factors actually influences

upon the well-being and mental health of people in organization. It is quite possible

when new types of employment, new work settings and new kinds of workplaces

emerge some traditional work-related stressors will disappear and other will change.

For example if technological changes in organization are introduced role problems

will remain andlor new ones could arise. Depending on the changed components of

the technological process we can expect some positions to be more or less loaded

and responsible than other ones, some situational and personal resources to become

more or less relevant; changes of content, direction and intensity of interactions

between positions could alter the amount and importance of sources of role

definition and factors influencing role behavior. Thus studying effects of role

stressors might be of importance when perspectives about new work places are
discussed.

Initially the conception of role stressors was introduced by Kahn et al. (1964). They

differentiate two types of role stressors - role ambiguity and role conflict. They

define role ambiguity as a sense of uncertainty, which results from unequivocal or
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insufficient information about personal responsibilities, required role-related actions,

important people as a source of role expectations and consequences of role behavior

for other people and organization as a whole. Role conflict refers to experience of

personal discomfort, which is caused by the necessity to perform inconsistent or

conflict expectations of different people andlor groups in work process. We can

imply that first stressor is related to role definition, and the second one to real

behavior.

Other researchers distinguish some additional stressors. Thus, Dougherty and

Pritchard (1985) argue for existence of three role stressors emphasizing on the

outcomes of role-related behavior. Role overload is related to the frequency of

instances where time given is not sufficient for attaining required outcomes. Role

ambiguity concerns the frequency of emerging problems about how to perform

required actions and what standards are used to be evaluated by other people. Role

conflict reflects inconsistencies between the individual's standards how to perform

and his or her superior's requirements.

Newton and Keenan (1987) consider four role stressors. Role ambiguity and role

conflict are similar to those, proposed by Kahn et al.(1964). The third stressor refers

to the limited opportunities for exercising professional competence, whereas the

fourth one is related to lack of time to perform required actions. Other authors

introduce larger number of role stressors. Osipow 8c Davis (1988) and Lagace

(1988) investigate the impact of such stressors as role overload, role insufficiency,

role boundary, role responsibility, and role ambiguity. Variety of role stressors

points to the fact that organizational role-related behavior could be frustrated or

other way complicated by many factors, some of which might be not well known in

the case of emerging new types of work activity. If we do not consider

terminological differences about types of role stressors we can draw the following

conclusions. First, part of those stressors concern two processes: understanding by

the individual the nature of organizational role and performing required behavior.

Second, perceiving the role stressors may origin in every moment when available
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information is conflict, new, insufficient or ambiguous and when it comes from

different sources.

The empirical investigation reveals manyfold effects of role stressors on the behavior

and subjective reactions of employees. The meta-analytic study conducted by

Jackson 8r. Schuler (1985) yields an information to elucidate the negative effects of

role stressors. The authors came to the following conclusions. First, there exists a

wide range of subjective reactions - from aggravated perceptions of work tasks and

leader's behavior through changes in personality and increased experience of

negative attitudes, such as job dissatisfaction and negative emotions such as anxiety,

to impaired work behavior like poor task performance and increased avoiding

behavior. Second, role ambiguity is found to be stronger predictor of role-related

stress reactions than role conflict. Third, the two role stressors usually are

correlated.

Other researchers report additional information concerning negative effects of role

stressors. It was found that role stressors evoke short term reactions such as

frustration (Keenan 8c Newton,1984), hostility towards work group members (Brown

8c Wade, 1987), and impaired quality of work outcomes (Wallis,1987). Relatively

stable effects were found too - dissatisfaction with job content, low job involvement

and decreased life satisfaction (Sinha,1986). Role ambiguity and role conflict are

positively correlated with depression and psychosomatic complaints (Cooper 8c

Davidson, 1982), they are related to increased risk of cardiovascular diseases

(Theorrel, 1986), and gastrointestinal illnesses (Seemonds, 1986). The overall index

of four stressors (role ambiguity, role conflict, role overload, and role

responsibility), measured at one point of time explains 29~ of the variance of job

satisfaction, 16~ó of the variance of depression, and 6qo of the variance of

psychosomatic complaints (Ganster et al, 1986).

This brief review outlines the important impact of role stressors on the origin and

development of work- related stress. It shows also that research on the individual
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stress reactions vary on a broad range but systematical approach is absent. In most
of the studies reviewed the choice of one or another index of psychological stress for
estimation of negative effects of role stressors is not explicit. It is not clear why one
variable is chosen and some others are excluded from the research design. Such

intuitive strategy of studying role stressors, we believe, is not effective because it

limits the understanding how stress evolves and what are the stages it passes

through. For instance, stress related illnesses can not be considered as a direct

consequence of role stressors, because it takes long time before people become ill.

Obviously there must exist some intermediating stress reactions, closely tied with the

action of role stressors, which in turn brings about development of serious somatic

disorders. Thus we can argue that understanding how role stressors cause illnesses

requires a conception about the dynamics of stress reactions and their interrelations.

Duration of the specific stress reactions might be a formal criterion for their

differentiation. From this point of view we should distinguish short-term stress

reactions, lasting from few minutes to fe~v hours. These include negative emotions

like anxiety, worry, depressive mood, fear, hostility etc. Negative emotions are

immediate reactions to the operation of work related stressors. Their pathogenetic

effects result from the frequency with which they are experienced. The higher the

frequency of negative emotions, the more physiological resources are spent.

The second level of stress reactions consists of transient negative states, such as

fatigue and monotony. They origin from prolonged operation of some stressors and

indicate temporal exhaustion of adaptational resources which usually may be restored

after removing the stressor. Nevertheless when such reactions are frequently and

intensively experienced they result in irreversible loss of adaptational resources.

The third level of stress reactions includes such emotional disorders as depression

and neurosis. They are stable and may last months and even years. At that level

psychological symptoms are combined or accompanied by physical symptoms such

as sleep disorder, loss of libido, lack of appetite etc. The development of such
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disorders in turn leads to increased proneness to experience stress reactions related

to previous two levels. Obviously here stress reactions become severe and exceed

natural adaptive functions of stress as considered by Selye (1974).

Finally, we can distinguish chronic stress reactions which last more than one year.

Typical for this level of stress are psychosomatic complaints which reflect stable

changes in the organism and premorbid health status. Further development of stress

reactions at this level results in illness.

The outlined four levels of stress reactions allow for some speculations about how

stress evolves and how role stressors influence it. When role stressors act they evoke

immediate short-term and transient reactions. Probably experiencing such reactions

frequently and for a long period of time may cause development of stable and

chronic stress reactions. On the other hand, developing deeper stress reactions may

in turn result in increased perceptions of role stressors. For instance, person who

suffers from psychosomatic complaints can perceive more role overload in a context

where healthy people cope successfully. Thus interaction between role stressors and

stress reactions may be twofold, causing to a complex experience of stress at

workplace.

This complex state of affairs can not be appropriately analyzed using data gathered

through one measurement of stressors and stress reactions. It is possible that

relations between these variables change over time in a way which is not clear.

Studying to what extent role ambiguity and role conflict are stable stressors over

time requires longitudinal design. Such design is appropriate at least for two

additional reasons. It provides an opportunity to establish the direction of change of

stress reactions, e.g. whether they decrease over time or remain at relatively

constant level. Further, observing repeatedly relations between short term and steady

stress reactions allows to identify whether there exists a stable pattern of emotional

reactions, related to development and maintenance of deeper phase of stress, e.g.
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depression. Obtaining such kind of information will help to elucidate the importance

of role stressors and to reach a better understanding of stress processes at the

workplace.

Starting from these speculations we test the following general hypothesis: Role

stressors (ambiguity and conflict) have stable effects upon short-term stress

reactions, manifested by the frequency of experienced negative emotions. Role

stressors do not affect stable stress reactions, such as depressive state. We expect a

stable pattern of negative emotions, related to the severity of depression.

l~~THOD

Sample

272 engineers and a middle level specialists participated this study. Subjects were

full-time employed at a designer's organization. Detailed information about our

sample is presented in table 1. Because of omissions in filling out all research

methods during the study the analyses were performed only on part of whole sample

for which full data were gathered.

Measures

Subjects filled out a complex of tests and questionnaires designed to obtain

information about various personality, social-psychological, work-related and

organizational factors, as well stress reactions. Here only the relevant part of whole

information is presented and analyzed. Statistical parameters of inethods used are

presented in table 2.

The questionnaire for measurement of role ambiguity and role conflict is developed

by authors for the present study. It consists of 24 items. Role ambiguity subscale

estimates the frequency of experiencing unclear expectations about what and how to

perform and how to evaluate the results achieved. Role conflict subscale measures

the frequency of having conflict with colleagues and supervisors about the above
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mentioned aspects. All items are answered of 5-point Likert type scale ranging from
1 (never) to 5 (very often).

Table 1. Sample characteristics

Sex
males 20. 6 qo
females 77. 6 q
unanswered 1. 8 ~

Family status
mamed 68.9 qo
single 19.1 qo
divorced 5.9 q
widows 1.1 qo
unanswered 5.0 qo

Educational level
secondary level 9.9 qo
college 31.3 qo
engineers 53.3 qo
unanswered 5.5 ~o

Tenure
X- 10.48 SD - 8.00 min - 1 max - 42

Age
X- 35.6 SD - 8. 83 min- 18 max - 60

Table 2. Psychometric characteristics of the scales.

Scale Number M SD Range Chronbah
items a

min max

Ambiguity 9 15.29 4.67 9 45 .88
Conflict 15 39.64 9.56 15 75 .89
Desactivation 6 16.13 4.33 6 30 .98
Tension 8 26.09 6.13 8 40 .99
Fear 4 10.18 2.44 4 20 .97
Uncertainty 7 18.31 5.22 7 35 .98
Depressive mood 7 17.81 5.71 7 35 .99
Depression 25 17.49 9.58 0 55 .87
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The questionnaire is developed by authors. It is designed to estimate emotional

reactions and consists of 77 items and 10 subscales. Each item is answered on

5-point Likert type scale estimating the frequency of experiencing each emotion and

ranging from 1(almost never) to 5(very frequently). Here we represent the

psychometric parameters only of the subscales used in this paper.

The diagnosis of depression was done by using Bulgarian version of Zimmerman et

al. (1986) DSM-III method, adapted by Rasheva (1993).

Procedure

The research was carried out in a period of two years. Subjects were tested

according the following schedule: July, 1989 (T1); November, 1989 (T2); June,

1990 (T3); December, 1990 ('T4). At each of these time points the frequency of

experiencing negative emotions during the last month and the current state of

depression were measured. Data of role stressors were obtained once, at the third

point of the schedule. Possible changes of the organizational structure were

monitored, but we found it remained stable. Subjects participated voluntarily. At

each point they received relevant materials and filled out tests and questionnaires

themselves within two days. Subjects were paid a small sum of money for their

participation.

Statistical analyses

The following multivariate statistical procedures were applied for analyzing data:

Repeated measures design, MANOVA, Discriminant analysis.

RFSULTS

Table 3 shows results regarding dynamics of the negative emotional reactions and

depressive state.
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Table 3. Stress reactions dynamics

Stress reactions M SD MultF UnivarF

Tension
T1 3.32 . 75 4. 44~` ~` 12.79 ~` ~`
T2 3.34 .67 (2,3)~
T3 3.17 .67
T4 3.25 .69

Desactivation
T1 2.75 .70 .98
T2 2.68 .63
T3 2.70 .74
T4 2.75 .77

Fear
T1 2.54 .58 5.49~`~`~` 7.78~`~`
T2 2.67 .55 (1,2)~t
T3 2.64 .51 11. 34~` ~
T4 2.74 .48 (3,4)~

Uncertainty
T 1 2.62 .69 6.48~` ~` ~` 14. 62~~`
T2 2.59 .65 (3,4)f{
T3 2.57 .64
T4 2.75 .63

Depressive mood
T1 2.60 .80 2.42
T2 2.66 .79
T3 2.55 .83
T4 2.69 .87

Depressive state
T1 17.65 10.01 .78
T2 17.28 11.45
T3 16.59 11.27
T4 17.03 12.01

Notes:
Sphericity test W shows all variable variances are homogeneuos

~~~
~

-p G .005
- p G .001
The numbers in brackets indicate the difference between specific measurements
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Specific manifestations of psychological stress reactions are found out. Thus emotion

of anxiety-tension fluctuate, clear direction of changeability is absent. Emotions of

fear and desactivation are experienced more and more frequently during the four

measurements. Differences in the frequency of depressive mood and uncertainty are

also observed. The depressive state is stable during the period studied. These

findings suggest different trends of stress reactions development. Evidently negative

emotions are dynamical stress reactions, which can not be described by any specific

direction. It is probably due to different factors of work and non-work environment,

which could affect the people at every moment.

The study of the effect of negative role perceptions upon stress reactions is based on

dividing the sample into two groups according the empirical mean scores of role

stressors subscales. Results concerning the influence of role ambiguity on negative

emotions and depressive state during all measurements are presented in table 4.

Only one significant effect of role ambiguity on stress reactions was observed. This

stressor results in more frequent experience of uncertainty. The rest reactions of

psychological stress are not affected by role ambiguity.
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Table 4. MANOVA of the influence of role ambiguity on stress reactions

Stress reactions Low level High level Mult F Sign

M SD M SD
Tension

T1 3. 40 . 85 3.25 . 63 . 84 . 50
T2 3.35 .72 3.32 .61
T3 3.19 .77 3.15 .56
T4 3.23 .75 3.37 .63

Desactivation
T 1 2. 80 .74 2.70 . 67 1. 51 .20
T2 2.65 .71 2.71 .54
T3 2.65 .77 2.76 .70
T4 2.69 .76 2.81 .79

Fear
T1 2.56 .65 2.53 .50 1.23 .29
T2 2.64 .53 2.70 .57
T3 2.58 .50 2.69 .51
T4 2.68 .44 2.81 .51

Uncertainty
T1 2.65 .78 2.59 .59 3.34 .O1
TZ 2.55 .71 2.62 .57
T3 2.47 .71 2.67 .53
T4 2.64 .73 2.87 .59

Depressive
mood 2.71 .84 2.49 .74 1.86 .11

T1 2. 69 . 84 2. 63 .76
T2 2.55 .92 2.55 .77
T3 2.63 .88 2.75 .89
T4

Depression
T1 18.05 10.29 17.02 9.76 .92 .42
T2 18.31 12.06 16.16 10.73
T3 16.90 11.50 16.26 11.11
T4 16.57 11.94 17.53 12.15

Table 5 contains results related to the differences of frequency of stress reactions in

each time of ineasurement resulting from role conflict.
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Table 5. MANOVA of the influence of role conflict on stress reactions

Stress reactions Low level High level Mult F Sign

M SD M SD
Tension

T 1 3.18 . 75 3.49 . 73 3. 30 . O 1
T2 3.20 .68 3.51 .63
T3 3.00 .70 3.38 .59
T4 3.08 .75 3.46 .55

Desactivation
T 1 2.68 .70 2. 83 . 71 1.44 .22
T2 2.64 .65 2.74 .61
T3 2.62 .S1 2.80 .62
T4 2.60 .78 2.92 .71

Fear
T1 2.48 .61 2.63 .54 1.62 .17
T2 2.60 .54 2.76 .56
T3 2.61 .53 2.66 .48
T4 2.66 .45 2.85 .49

Uncertainty
T1 2.58 .78 2.66 .58 2.38 .OS
T2 2.53 .72 2.67 .53
T3 2.50 .72 2.66 .53
T4 2.61 .72 2.92 .52

Depressive mood
T1 2.55 .83 2.69 .75 1.61 .17
T2 2.57 .81 2.78 .77
T3 2.42 .87 2.71 .79
T4 2.52 .91 2.88 .76

Depression
T1 16.36 10.70 19.30 9.09 1.08 .36
T2 16.39 11.60 18.72 11.56
T3 15.01 12.09 18.63 9.99
T4 15.96 12.47 18.01 11.18

It is clear that subjects who perceive more frequently role conflict report more

frequent feelings of anxiety-tension. This trend is valid for all measurements. These

subjects react to role conflict with more frequent feelings of fear, uncertainty,

depressive mood and deactivation in different moments of the period studied. Weak,
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approaching significance tendency of experiencing higher depressive state among

these subjects at some moments was observed.

Table 6 presents results regarding the effects of negative role perceptions on the

dynamics of psychological stress reactions.

Table 6. Influence of role stressors on stress reactions dynamics

Stress reactions Ambiguity Conflict

B T Sign B T Sign

Tension -.045 -.52 .59 .244 2.92 .00
Desactivation .068 .80 .42 .192 2.27 .02
Fear .096 1.14 .25 .191 2.15 .03
Uncertainty .186 2.74 .02 .178 2.10 .03
Depressive mood -.014 -.16 .86 .172 2.03 .04
Depression .049 .57 .56 .188 2.18 .03

The data display that role ambiguity influences only the changeability of uncertainty.

Role conflict significantly affects all stress reactions. This means that in the present

sample this role stressor is one important factor for development of stress reactions

at the workplace - when subjects perceive more frequently role conflict they show

more negative reactions.

To establish a pattern of negative emotions, related to the depressive state severity
the sample was divided into four groups according the scores used in the clinical
practice - subjects not reporting depressive symptoms and subjects with low,
medium and high level of depression. Descriptive statistics of the frequency of
negative emotions depending on the depression severity are presented in table 7.
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Table 7. ANOVA of negative emotions across depression levels at each point

of ineasurement

Stress reactions Depression levels F

Lack Low Medium High

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Anxiety-tension
T1 2.60 .73 3.04 .58 3.31 .68 3.87 .56 28.74
T'2 2.80 .53 3.12 .57 3.50 .57 3.80 .59 32.24
T3 2.53 .50 2.93 .57 3.43 .47 3.71 .59 49.95
T4 2.66 .44 3.04 .53 3.43 .51 3.92 .58 51.38

Desactivation
T1 2.12 .57 2.43 .54 2.73 .62 3.27 .68 27.22
T2 2.23 .54 2.52 .52 2.82 .60 3.23 .68 28.33
T3 2.17 .54 2.35 .62 2.84 .55 3.27 .57 40.19
T4 2.14 .57 2.49 .63 2.87 .55 3.42 .63 40.66

Fear
T1 2.22 .53 2.38 .48 2.58 .59 2.86 .63 10.04
T2 2.35 .46 2.61 .48 2.75 .52 2.80 .58 8.71
T3 2.43 .46 2.51 .44 2.74 .45 2.82 .65 6.94
T4 2.52 .44 2.70 .40 2.76 .44 3.05 .52 11.27

Uncertainty
T1 2.09 .52 2.43 .63 2.65 .63 3.12 .83 17.55
T2 2.16 .51 2.73 .57 2.73 .62 2.97 .65 18.43
T3 2.22 .63 2.31 .59 2.79 .49 2.95 .60 20.50
T4 2.33 .61 2.50 .52 2.81 .60 3.27 .70 21.52

Depressive
mood

T1 1.82 .60 2.26 .61 2.55 .58 3.33 .79 41.34
T2 1.93 .49 2.54 .64 2.84 .66 3.26 .80 39.78
T3 1.88 .55 2.07 .57 2.83 .58 3.26 .83 52.62
T4 1.99 .50 2.32 .52 2.87 .67 3.66 .82 59.41

Note. All F-values are significant at p c.0000
~` Mean

~`~` SD
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Table 8. Discriminant analysis of negative emotions in relation to depression

First measurement
Rank Variable Standard canonical coefficient

ccefficient of discriminance
1 Depressive mood .497
2 Tension .389
3 Desactivation .282

Eigen Canon.Corr Wilks' lambda X2 df Sign.
. 789 . 664 . 552 120. 26 15 .000

Second measurement
Rank Variable Standard canonical coefficient

ccefficient of discriminance
1 Depressive mood .437
2 Tension .420
3 Desactivation .257
4 Uncertainty .233

Eigen Canon.Corr Wilks' lambda Xz df Sign.
.714 .645 .552 135.59 15 .000

Third measurement
Rank Variable Standard canonical ccefficient

ccefficient of discriminance
1 Depressive mood .444
2 Tension .441
3 Desactivation .318
4 Uncertainty .220

Eigen Canon.Corr Wilks' lambda Xz df Sign.
1.03 .713 .468 161.14 15 .000

Fourth measurement
Rank Variable Standard canonical ccefficient

ccefficient of discriminance
1 Depressive mood .489
2 Tension .475
3 Desactivation .244

Eigen Canon.Corr Wilks' lambda X2 df Sign.
1.19 .738 .443 154.77 15 .000
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F values obtained by one-way ANOVA demonstrate that the higher the depression

level the stronger the experiences of all negative emotions are reported. This trend is

observed in all measurements. It is consistent with our assumption that of steady

relationship between momentary and stable manifestations of psychological stress

reactions exists. The inspection of frequency during the period studied reveals great

variability of the negative emotions. Specific trends of emotions dynamics are not

identified.

Table 8 shows the results from the discriminant analysis, which provides an

information about the relationship between the two levels of psychological stress,

negative emotions and depressive state.

It seems there exists stable pattern of negative emotions, which discriminate the

severity of depression. The frequent experiences of depressive mood, anxiety-tension

and deactivation are the most reliable predictors of development of depressive state.

Sometimes experiencing uncertainty could be a significant predictor of depression

also.

Results from the multiple stepwise regression show that specific emotions have

different predictive power for depression. We can not make clear conclusion about

the individual contribution of each negative emotion to the depressive state severity

because of their significant relationships. It appears that experiencing negative

emotions contributes more or less to the maintenance of depression. Here we do not

present the results of this analysis.

DISCUSSION

The present study shows that the role ambiguity and role conflict influence

significantly only the short-term stress reactions. The results obtained provide some

evidence for our assumption that both stressors do not affect the stable stress

reactions. This tendency could be explained with the fact that role stressors are

experienced not constantly, but rather at some moments of time and when they arise
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people react with negative emotions. The more frequent the role stressors operate

the more emotional load is observed. Evidently negative role perceptions can serve

as risk factors which can decline the emotional stability.

The present study clearly demonstrated different effects of the two role stressors on

psychological stress reactions. Role ambiguity as a perception of one's difficulties in

role definition has limited effects, expressed in more frequent feelings of

uncertainty. A significant finding is the relationship between role conflict and the

negative emotions. This stressor evokes more frequent stress reactions. It is

connected with more frequent feelings of tension and uncertainty and sometimes with

more frequent feelings of deactivation and fear. Role conflict is also an important

factor for changes in negative emotions over time.

It appears that role conflict is more critical factor than role ambiguity for emerging

short-term stress reactions. Among the reasons for the outlined differences are the

variety of the studied positions in the several departments of the organization, as

well as the less frequent experience of role ambiguity than role conflict. It is

possible that people make different cognitive appraisals of the two role stressors.

Different capacity for tolerating specific stressors and adaptation to their emergence

in work environment could be an important reason too. Based on the present

findings we can conclude that role conflict could be more risky factor than role

ambiguity for adaptational resources of the individual in relation to negative

conditions in work environment. We are not able to answer the question about the

potential risk of role ambiguity if the two stressors are experienced at equal extent.

It should be noted also that the negative effects of role ambiguity, although weak in

our study might occur under specific circumstances, e.g. insufficient differentiation

of tasks among group members (Brown, Wade, 1987), lack of feedback (Walsh et

al., 1980), balancing of conflicting expectations (Whetten, 1978).

The present results are not consistent with the tendency of decreased correlation of

role stressors (ambiguity and overload) with anxiety over time, reported by Coldwell
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(1985). Probably it is due to the differences of job content. Compared with the

present subjects his sample includes people with low qualification, performing

simple work tasks. He makes conclusions about the relationships between role

stressors and psychological strain on the basis of correlations in two measurements.

Based on inconsistencies in the empirical data we have the reason to present the

following ideas. First, to answer the question which are the possible role stressors

related to new workplaces and new work settings we have to analyze what has

actually changed in work requirements to employees - social interactions, outcomes,

responsibilities, resources etc. Second, to reveal the possible manifestations of

psychological strain we have to study how employees perceive and appraise role

stressors. We think workable in this regard but not tested are conceptualizations,

developed by McGrath (1976), Schuler (1980), James 8c James (1989), Armstrong 8t

Dudgeon (1988), emphasizing on specific aspects relevant to cognitive interpretation

of work events.

The observed dynamics of stress reactions does not show specific directions, but

rather fluctuation. This result is expected if we take in mind that the subjects are not

newcomers and they do not undergo an initial adaptation to job and organization. It

is quite possible to occur the following direction of stress reactions development:

when an individual occupies a new workplace more and more intensive stress

reactions origin, followed by plateau and next by some fluctuations above and under

it.

The fluctuation of the frequency of negative emotional reactions depends not only on

the operation of role stressors, it depends on many other factors and events in work

and non-work environment. For instance, the tendency of increased feelings of fear
is probably due to the characteristics of social situation in the country and reported

by subjects related unclear expectations about the forthcoming organizational

changes, e. g. dismissal of employees. The frequency of deactivation dces not

change during the time of interest. One possible explanation of this tendency is that
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women are the majority of the sample. It is well known that women are loaded with

much non-work activity.

The present results provide an evidence of our expectation that depression is more

stable stress reaction. Its intensity is relatively high and stable over the period

studied. The data we present here do not make possible to draw clear conclusions

about the reasons for this tendency, moreover depression results from operation of

many and different factors. We have to note that the influence of some side factors

must not be ignored from the analysis of difficulties and psychological stress

reactions during the process of adjustment to new work settings.

Although using the discriminant analysis does not provide an opportunity to find the

direction of causality the results of the present study seem to be indicative for

existence of specific relationships between the frequency of experiencing stress

emotions and severity of depressive state. The identified stable emotional pattern,

significantly related to depression outlines a core of risk emotional experiences

caused by cognitive appraisal of threat, perception of unattainable difficulties which

an individual is not able to overcome, and loss. The above mentioned effects of role

conflict probably are due to such cognitive appraisal. It is also possible that the

depressive state generates increased proneness to exaggerate the role conflict

perception and to react negatively. This idea does not contradict to our assumption

that stable stress reactions are not immediate consequence of negative role

perceptions.

We propose that complex relationships between role stressors and manifestations of

psychological stress probably exist. This means that to reveal the causality directions

between stressors and psychological strain becomes a difficult problem if we

consider the experimental design. More precise designs are very appropriate to

reveal the extent to which work environment stressors have specific pathogenetic

influence on the psychological well-being independently of the influence of non-work

factors.
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It is necessary to do much theoretical work to identify role and other stressors

relevant to new workplaces and new work settings, their situational and individual

sources and origin mechanisms. It will help to prevent their occurrence, to increase

the probability of inental health maintenance and to develop positive attitudes

towards forthcoming changes of the labor activity of people.
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